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Introduction 
 
1. I have been taught to divide and think dualistically since my birth. “Don’t touch this, make sure you 

eat that…sit next to smart classmates but stay away from the trouble makers…drums are ok in the 
school band but don’t play them in church.” Yes, I was taught all that by adults and, as I grew 
older dividing things and people took on more advanced forms such as, “There are winners and 
losers and nothing in between, bad people and good people, people going to heaven and people 
going to hell, bad institutions and good institutions, completely reliable and truth bearing political 
parties and completely corrupt and evil political parties.”   

 
You can probably relate to what I am saying because dualistic thinking is pervasive in American 
culture and deeply embedded in Christian religious church sub cultures as well. I am dating myself 
a bit, but I attended children’s Sunday School in the 1970’s where teachers often quoted the King 
James Version of the Apostle Paul’s second letter to Timothy: “Study to shew thyself approved 
unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.”1  
 
I participated in what we called “Sword Drills,” where the teacher would stand in front of the 
Sunday School class and call out a Bible verse and the first one to find it in their Bible would stand 
up, read the verse, and win prizes like ribbons and candy bars. One of the more popular sword 
drill verses was Hebrews 4:12-13: 
 

12 For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates 
even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the 
heart. 13 Nothing in all creation is hidden from God’s sight. Everything is uncovered and laid 
bare before the eyes of him to whom we must give account. 

 
Hebrews 4:12-13. NIV 

 
What a profound passage of Scripture pointing us toward the larger “Word” of God that is grace 
filled, compassion infused and encompasses all things transcending even the pages of the 
inspired library of books we call the Bible. But, in 1976 my young mind raced to these verses to 
win contests and without a sense of the larger context in the book of Hebrews in specific and the 
broad and generous New Covenant of Christ in general.  
 

2. The primary message fed to me and that entered my brain was that the specific interpretations of 
the Bible that were taught in MY Sunday school, and MY Church were THE WORD of God that 
was to rightly divide literally everything else like a sword. And me, and my particular Protestant 

                                                
1 2 Timothy 2:15. 
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Christian tradition was completely good and all other traditions and religions were completely bad 
including and especially (sarcastically) the Catholic Christians in town. Remember, it was the 
1970s. Today, American Protestants and Catholics generally like one another and tend to vilify 
other world religions that have migrated to the United States. Back then there was less religious 
competition and it was painfully vogue for Protestant and Catholic Christians to cast one another 
to hell.  

 
Divide. Divide. Divide. That was by and large what I was taught as the only way for a Christian to 
live, and candidly, it failed to help me become a better Christ follower. For that matter, it failed to 
help me become a better human being! And, I believe that it failed to teach me how to live and 
embody the generous gospel of Jesus Christ. It failed to do so because the gospel of Christ is 
neither accessible nor possible to the Christian who lawyers the Bible seeking to construct the 
absolutely perfect theological system for the purpose of dividing our world into tightly defined good 
and bad categories. Such an endeavor is a set up for failure because human beings and the 
institutions that we create (yes, even our Christian institutions) are intrinsically paradoxical and are 
constantly moving across multiple continuums of good and bad use of power and human will. And, 
the best of people and the best of institutions will always be some form of sinner saints imperfectly 
working toward their goals. 
 
In light of all that, Christ followers who seek to lead spiritually transformed lives that make a 
difference in our world are at their best when they seek Godly wisdom over religious dogma and 
life giving connectedness over unnecessary dualistic thinking.  

 
3. We are in the middle of our second segment of the “Why We Gather” teaching series in which we 

are focusing on the dynamics of choosing personal transformation by making conscious and 
dedicated efforts to develop one’s own body, mind and spirit. In this segment we have covered the 
topics of: “Spiritual Awakening to Christ,” “The Inward and Outward Journey,” “The First and 
Second Half of Life,” “The Path of Descent,” and last week, “The False Self.”  
 
Today’s topic is “Non-Dual thinking” and before going any further I need to define what I mean. I 
am not talking about the kind of thinking that doesn’t recognize the difference between good and 
evil or the kind of thinking that might undergird the popular idea of radical relativism, the notion 
that there are no universal truths or moral rights and wrongs. I am not promoting anything like that. 
I am also not promoting the diminishing of real differences between religious traditions and intra-
religious theological differences between Christian denominations and groups.  
 
What I am promoting is the idea that, because of the limits of human consciousness and our 
personal worldview lenses such as language, culture, and even Christian religious traditions, that 
we take the humble posture of acknowledging that truth, beauty, the image of God, and what the 
Bible calls “The Kingdom of God” can be found in all kinds of people, disciplines, institutions, and 
ideas. And, as we pursue our deeply held convictions it is important that we do not dualistically cut 
off the presence and movement of God in the middle of all things.  
 
It was “On Being” radio host Krista Tippett who once wrote:   
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“In the vast middle, faith is as much about questions as it is about answers. It is possible to be 
a believer and a listener at the same time, to be both fervent and searching, to honor the truth 
of one’s own convictions and the mystery of the convictions of others.”2 

 
That is a good description of non-dual thinking that non the less respects differences. And, we 
intentionally pursue non-dual thinking in our personal formation by seeking wisdom over dogma and 
connectedness over dualistic thinking such that we are more equipped to participate in the presence 
and big love of God in all things.  

 
A. Non-Dual Thinking and the Pursuit of Wisdom 

 
1. Jesus and his teachings are overwhelming non-dual and it was his practice to challenge dualistic 

religious traditions and conventional dualistic thinking and theology on his way to helping people 
embrace the wisdom of God. For instance, probably knowing that human beings are embodied 
paradoxes, his favorite method of teaching was through stories called parables and clever 
paradoxical statements, that is, statements that seem contradictory but when held in tension 
express a truth.  
 
Some of Jesus’ paradoxes are: 
 

• “You must forgive in order to be forgiven.” 
• “The humble will be exalted, and the exalted will be humbled.” 
• “Finding is losing and losing is finding.” 

 
2. One might wonder why Jesus chose to speak in parables and riddles rather than to just come right 

out and say, “Here is what I want everyone to know!” To be clear, there are many parts of Jesus’ 
teaching that are not spoken in parables. But, they still frame non-dual paradoxes such as “Love 
your enemy,” “be generous and don’t brag about it,” “pray, but in secret and not for show,” “seek 
justice, compassion, and mercy for everyone and not just people in your religious tradition.”  
 

3. Jesus’ first disciples didn’t find the straight forward teachings of Jesus that easy, but they also 
wondered why he chose to teach in parables and, at one point, sort of got fed up and straight up 
asked Jesus “Why do you teach in parables?”3 Jesus’ reply was telling, almost alarming. Jesus 
responded: “Whoever has will be given more and whoever does not have, even what they have 
will be taken away.”  
 
Jesus went on to explain that faith and knowledge of God and love for the ways of Christ are a 
matter of the heart. And, that if someone has a heart that is hardened against such things, it will 
be nearly impossible for them to embrace or understand the teachings of Jesus. Furthermore, it is 
desire that helps the overly defended person to open their heart. And, desire is best stirred by 
causing a person’s mind to be put off balance such that it needs to puzzle its way to a new 
equilibrium. Pretty brilliant, isn’t it? 
 

4. So, how different would our thinking be about any number of things in our lives today if we gave 
ourselves to Jesus’ pattern of non-dual thinking and the pursuit of Godly wisdom through paradox 

                                                
2 Krista Tippett, Speaking of Faith, Page 2-3. 
3 Matthew 13:1-23. 
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and parable? What would it look like for us to challenge all that is coming at us as “all bad or all 
good,” and say “Wait a minute, what is fueling my focus right now? Is it a hunger to have an 
intense and targeted dislike or am I willing to remain open to what isn’t being presented? Or, am I 
willing to not even make a judgement about a person or matter at this time?! That is a shocking 
idea—waiting to pass judgement. Or, as Jesus said in some cases, just don’t judge at all. 
 

This is the kind of mental wrestling match that is required to develop a Christ fueled non-dual way of 
seeing the world and choosing wisdom over dogma. The Apostle Paul can help us here as well and 
take us into the idea of choosing connectedness over dualistic thinking.    

 
 

B. Non-Dual Thinking and the Pursuit of Connectedness  
 
1. Paul’s letters to the Early Churches and Luke’s historic accounting of the life of Paul in the book of 

Acts comprise a great deal of the New Testament library. This presents us readers with many 
challenges in regards to Paul because, like all people, his thinking and theology changed some 
over time and the way he addressed various contextual concerns were deeply tied to the first 
century world that Paul was educated in and shaped by. For instance, he received his Jewish 
education at the school of Gamaliel, one of the most noted rabbis in Jewish history, whose school 
was famous for giving its students a balanced education in classical literature, philosophy, and 
ethics.4  
 
It is no surprise then, that Paul drew heavily on his knowledge of Stoic philosophy, even using 
Stoic terms and metaphors to teach the Early Christians ways to live an ethically Christian life sort 
of fusing the teachings of Jesus to a Western school of Hellenistic philosophy founded in Athens 
in the third century before Christ was even born. And, one can also see Socratic method (the 
method of presenting one idea, then challenging that idea, then challenging the idea that 
challenged the idea until a new and more refined idea wins out) at work in Paul’s longer letters 
such as the letter to the Early Church in the City of Rome.  
 

2. If you were to read the book of Romans from beginning to end in one sitting you would see over 
and again the pattern of “thesis, antithesis, and synthesis.” Which, by the way, is another way of 
developing a non-dual imagination--constantly seeking truth and wisdom in the middle space 
between competing voices by keeping the opposite sides talking to one another. Paul was a 
master at this, even as he worked out the differing opinions rattling through his brain. 
 
Take for instance Romans chapters 9-11. In these three chapters Paul converges his Jewish 
historical tradition and Jesus’ new teachings flowing from that tradition, constantly see-sawing 
between people being chosen and people rejecting being chosen, God’s conditional covenant and 
then unconditional covenant, personal righteousness through law and then righteousness through 
faith, cultural exclusivity of persons and then cultural inclusivity and new identity in Christ. And, 
that last dialectic pointed toward non-Jewish people being equal to Jewish people in Jesus’ New 
Covenant. And, that…that final synthesis, was what cost Paul his life.  
 

3. At the conclusion of this Romans 9-11 section, and after thesis, antithesis, synthesis, thesis, 
antithesis, synthesis Paul wrote this:  

                                                
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_the_Apostle (Accessed 1-7-17) 
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33 Oh, the depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God! 
    How unsearchable God’s judgments, 
    and God’s paths beyond tracing out! 
34 “Who has known the mind of the Lord? 
    Or who has been God’s counselor?” 
35 “Who has ever given to God, 
    that God should repay them?” 
36 For from God and through God and for God are all things. 
    To God be the glory forever! Amen. 
 
1 Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a 
living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship.2 Do not 
conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then 
you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—God’s good, pleasing and perfect will. 

 
Romans 11:33-36, 12:1-2. NIV*5 

 
This is big, non-dual thinking…and a call to transform our thinking from the standard cultural and 
religious patterns of divide, divide, divide, to seeing that everything is connected and we become 
connected with we offer our selves as living gifts to our Creator and everyone and everything 
around us.  

 
Conclusion 

 
1. Non-dual thinking (and remember this isn’t about setting aside distinctions and difference but 

about the practice of remaining open to paradox, mystery, and learning through difference) helps 
us to become wiser, more connected, and in conclusion, I also encourage us to recognize that it 
helps us work on the deepest questions and struggles in our lives whatever they may be—
physical suffering, theological quandaries, social inequities, relational strife, addictions, or any 
number of unsolved things that haunt our daily life. 
 

2. Non-dual thinking helps us patiently work on these deepest questions in a way that was nicely 
framed in a 1903 letter between poet Rainer Maria Rilke and a 19-year-old protégé where Rilke 
wrote:6  

 
“I want to beg you, as much as I can, dear sir, to be patient toward all that is unsolved in your 
heart and to try to love the questions themselves like locked rooms and like books that are 
written in a very foreign tongue. Do not now seek the answers, which cannot be given you 
because you would not be able to live them. And the point is, to live everything. Live the 
questions now. Perhaps you will then gradually, without noticing it, live along some distant day 
into the answer.” 
 

In another letter from November of the following year, Rilke revisited the subject: 
 

                                                
5 Adapted with gender inclusive references to God. 
6 https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/01/rilke-on-questions/ (accessed 1-7-17) 
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“Your doubt may become a good quality if you train it. It must become knowing, it must 
become critical. Ask it, whenever it wants to spoil something for you, why something is ugly, 
demand proofs from it, test it, and you will find it perplexed and embarrassed perhaps, or 
perhaps rebellious. But don’t give in, insist on arguments and act this way, watchful and 
consistent, every single time, and the day will arrive when from a destroyer it will become one 
of your best workers — perhaps the cleverest of all that are building at your life.” 

 
3. In light of life’s biggest questions and quandaries and Christ’s constant big love that flows to all of 

creation, we are invited to seek wisdom over dogma and connectedness over dualistic thinking. 
And, we can confront dualistic and dividing tendencies by using simple phrases that open things 
up rather than shut them down, such as:  
 

• “What is my invitation in this?” 
• “Yes, and…”  

 
Or, how about this big idea…how about saying to ourselves on a daily basis:  
 

• “How I love this person or thing is how I love everything.” Whoa!  
 
Non-dual thinking is not for the faint at heart. And, I confess, I struggle with it every day of the week. 
Actually, everyone hour of every day of the week. But, if we give ourselves to it, we will be better 
equipped to participate in the big love of God for all things. 
 
Prayer 
 
God of all, Christ, God’s Son, and Holy Spirit sustainer of life—Three in One--we pray that you help 
us in our choices to become personally transformed, even in the way our minds work. In the mystical 
convergence of body, soul, and mind we pray for you to give us the mind of Christ and love for all 
things. We pray that we have the patience to resist judging and dividing unnecessarily, such that 
when it really matters to make a choice one way or another, we do so with clarity and freedom that 
honors the depth of true conviction. And, in between learning and deciding, help us to have non-dual 
imaginations forged on the pathways of wisdom and the joyfulness of connection to you and all 
things. 
 
In Jesus Name. Amen. 
 
Benediction 
 
As our new week begins may we seek wisdom over dogma and connectedness over dualistic thinking 
such that we are more equipped to participate in the big love of God for all things. 
 
Go in peace. Amen. 
 

 
 

 


